: Example Kepler Mapper graph visualization using the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset (Dua & Graff, 2017) 
Library Details
Kepler Mapper provides an object-oriented API for constructing lenses and building Mapper network graphs. The module employs the strategy pattern, giving users control over the clustering algorithm, covering scheme, and nerve scheme. This allows the module to be flexible for many use cases. Clustering strategies follow the Scikit-Learn clusterer interface (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . We provide similar interfaces for Cover classes and Nerve classes, as well as default implementations of those classes that are most commonly found in the literature.
Visual exploration is a critical aspect of Mapper network graph analysis. For this, we provide multiple methods of visualization. For interactive visualization and exploration in the browser, Kepler Mapper can create a visual HTML interface utilizing D3.js. For use with Jupyter (Kluyver et al., 2016) or other embedded purposes, we provide a visualization interface utilizing Plotly (Plotly Technologies Inc., 2015) . For static visualizations, we provide an adapter so that visualization functionality from NetworkX (Hagberg, Schult, & Swart, 2008) and Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) can be used.
